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 Message 

Good Morning Cheer Families,
We have received a number of inquiries regarding expenses/costs for this season (UCA Camp, practice clothes, etc). We thought it would be
beneficial to provide a breakdown of costs per team. The fee sheet that was published prior to the current season will be updated to reflect
these changes.
In an effort to keep costs down year to year, the decision was made to ensure practice clothes (for sideline teams) were the same for all teams.
By purchasing “higher quality” items from Varsity, which are admittedly more expensive than in years past, the girls would not need to purchase
new practice clothes year to year (unless lost or different sizes are required).
It was also determined, after much feedback from many cheerleaders, that the 2to3day UCA camp was not time well spent. The decision was
made to hold a 1day UCA camp rather than multiple days. The reduced cost of the camp was reduced and has been divided evenly among the
participants.
**Costs not included below that also come from individual accounts include (but are not limited to) personalization costs, bows, and Varsity
Poms.**
MIDDLE SCHOOL EXPENSES:

1. UCA Camp $90.86 (was $198.00)
2. Gray Vneck tank (from Varsity) $48.95 + shipping
3. Black Vneck shirt (from Varsity) $53.95 + shipping
4. Shoes  $75.00 + shipping
5. Duffle Bags for those that needed them  $30 + personalization
6. White jacket from Awards and More for those that needed them  $112.00 made payable to Awards and More
JUNIOR VARSITY EXPENSES:

1. UCA Camp $90.86 (was $198.00)
2. Gray Vneck tank (from Varsity) $48.95 + shipping
3. Black Vneck shirt (from Varsity) $53.95 + shipping
4. ½ Zip Black Sweatshirt (for new girls to JV) $62.95 + personalization
5. ½ Zip White Sweatshirt (for new girls to JV) $45.00
6. Duffle Bags for those that needed them  $30 + personalization
VARSITY EXPENSES:

1. UCA Camp $90.86 (was $198.00)
2. Gray Vneck tank (from Varsity) $48.95 + shipping
3. Black Vneck shirt (from Varsity) $53.95 + shipping
4. Dark Gray sweatshirt (from Red Oak) $22.00
5. Black baseball hat (from Red Oak) $12.00
6. Black Fleece jacket (for new girls to Varsity) $82.95
7. Gray Whoolly sweatshirt (for new girls to Varsity) $40.00
8. Football jersey (for new girls to Varsity) $45.00
9. Green scarf (if needed) $10
10. Black headband (if needed) $5
11. Duffle Bags for those that needed them  $30 + personalization
**Individual account statements can be requested at any time from PRCPA Treasurer Dawn**
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